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Perils of Miscegenation/Why White Women Shouldn’t Date
Black Men
Jul 1st, 2012 by Unamused

Read more lists like this one here.

This webpage documents the many perils of miscegenation — interracial relationships —
particularly for white women who date or marry black men. (For minority rape, consult this list.)
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Special: Statistics on STDs, Abuse, and Other Perils
We present some statistics relevant to interracial relationships in the United States.

STDs: White men and women who choose to date blacks have a much higher risk of contracting a
sexually transmitted disease (STD), particularly HIV/AIDS.

According to a 2009 analysis by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), compared to
whites, blacks are 9 times as likely to have syphilis, 9 times as likely to have chlamydia, and 21 times
as likely to have gonorrhea (www.cdc.gov).

Black men who identify as heterosexual are 15 times as likely to be diagnosed with HIV/AIDS as
heterosexual white men, but black men are also more likely to have undiagnosed HIV/AIDS. Black
women are 20 times as likely to be diagnosed with HIV/AIDS as white women.

The American Journal of Men’s Health, citing data from the CDC, reports that “1 in 16 Black men in
the United States will be infected with HIV in their lifetime” (jmh.sagepub.com).

Furthermore, “the long-standing HIV disparity in Black communities is actually increasing for Black
men,” partly because “HIV also affects Blacks at younger ages. Blacks between 20 and 24 years old
have the highest rates of HIV. By comparison, the highest rates of HIV occur among Whites and
Latinos in the 25- to 49-year age group.”

According to the same article, although blacks make up 13% of the US population (census.gov), black
men make up 49% of syphilis cases among men, 53% of chlamydia cases, and 73% of gonorrhea
cases. These disparities are similar for black women. Furthermore, 40% of blacks have herpes —
twice the white rate.

Abuse: White men and women who choose to date or marry blacks are much more likely to suffer
abuse from their partners, particularly spousal homicide.

According to the American Journal of Public Health, a white woman married to a black man is over
12 times as likely to be murdered by her husband as a white woman married to a white man
(ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Even more startling: a white man married to a black woman is 21 times as likely
to be murdered by his wife as a white man married to a white woman. Still, the highest risk of death
by spousal homicide is incurred by white women married to black men.

Furthermore, murder “is the leading cause of death in the United States among young African
American women aged 15 to 45 years and the seventh leading cause of premature death among
women overall” (ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). The elevated rate among black women is largely due to black
women dating and marrying black men almost exclusively; for example, in 2009, 94% of married
black women had black husbands (nytimes.com).

Child Abuse: According to statistics published in Pediatrics, the official journal of the American
Academy of Pediatrics, “[c]ases of child abuse and neglect that involve black children are reported to
and substantiated by public child welfare agencies at a rate approximately twice that of cases that
involve white children” (aappublications.org).
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Furthermore, their findings “suggest that racial bias in reporting and in the child welfare system are
not large-scale drivers of racial disproportionality.” The disparity in reporting rates is due to a
disparity in commission rates: black parents are about twice as likely to abuse their children as white
parents.

Depression and Dissatisfaction: White men and women who choose to date or marry blacks are
more likely to suffer depression and report dissatisfaction with their relationships.

According to Sociological Quarterly, “nonblack individuals with black partners have significantly
more depressive symptoms and less relationship satisfaction than their counterparts with nonblack
partners, regardless of respondent race and whether the nonblack partner is the same versus a different
race from the respondent” (ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).

Jun 2012: Family Massacred by Father of Second Mixed-Race
Child (Texas)
“Boy, 6, dies in hospital after being shot in hotel by mother’s boyfriend who also killed his toddler
son” (dailymail.co.uk):

A boy has died after he was allegedly shot by his mother’s boyfriend at a hotel where his
half-brother was also killed.

Jaydin Thompson, six, was taken off life support yesterday. Margaret Gallegos,
spokesman for University Hospital in San Antonio, Texas said the child died at 6.08 pm.

Davian Bluntson, 21 months, was killed after shots were fired in a hotel room on
Tuesday. Desmond Bluntson, 36, Davian’s father, was charged with capital murder over
the death of his son.

The mother of both boys and Bluntson’s girlfriend, Brandy Cerny was also found dead in
a shed 200 miles away in the family’s hometown of El Campo, Texas.

The investigation into her death continues but she was believed to have gunshot wounds.
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Brandy Cerny with Davian and Jaydin

Police began an investigation on Monday when Miss Cerny’s father Lloyd filed a missing
person’s report when she did not show up to work. Authorities followed several leads
which led them to the Laredo hotel.

When officers knocked the door of the room on the 14th floor, they identified themselves
as police and then heard several shots. One bullet came through the room door and
narrowly missed two officers.

Police cleared the building, which was full of guests because of a convention, then
entered the room and arrested Bluntson.

The boys’ mother had not checked into the hotel, it was confirmed. She was discovered
by a neighbor at a property where Bluntson used to keep dogs but not where the family
lived.

Desmond Bluntson

Oct 2011: Mixed-Race Kids Watch Mom’s Head Bashed In and
Throat Slashed over Missing Baby Bag (England)
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“Wicked, savage and senseless: Ex-detective killed partner in front of their children”
(dailymail.co.uk):

A former police detective battered his partner senseless with a baseball bat in front of
their two young children after a petty row over a missing baby changing bag.

Peter Foster, 36, bludgeoned police constable Heather Cooper and then stabbed her in the
throat just weeks after she had given birth.

Detective Constable Heather Cooper

He then drove her body to a wood and buried the 33-year-old in a shallow grave before
sending a series of texts from her mobile phone to try to create an alibi.

When he was eventually arrested for the murder — described by a judge as ‘wicked,
savage and senseless’ — Foster led officers to her body but insisted he had acted in
self-defence.

But after an agonising eight-month wait for her family, his flimsy explanation was
yesterday exposed as pure fiction.

The former detective constable, who left the Surrey force in disgrace after receiving a
suspended jail sentence for drink-driving in 2010, changed his plea to guilty as a result.
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He told police that, in self-defence, he hit her once with a baseball bat. She then left the
room and he later found her with a knife through her throat.

In reality, Miss Cooper had been hit more than ten times with the bat, whilst the stabbing
had happened after she was unconscious, post-mortem results revealed.

Disgraced former cop Peter Foster

Miss Cooper, who grew up in York, joined Surrey Police in 2003 and worked in the
Public Protection Investigation Unit based at Guildford.

During her career she received several letters of praise from senior officers for her work
on various crimes and in 2009 was given a commendation by the force for her
‘professionalism, dedication and commitment’.
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James and Caroline Cooper at Heather’s funeral

Heather’s parents, James and Caroline Cooper (see above), are left to care for the mixed-race children
of their daughter’s murderer.

Aug 2011: RACIST FLYERS! Also, Teen Shotgun Murder-
Suicide in Break-Up Gone Wrong (Ohio)
“Racist fliers blanket neighbourhood where black teen killed his white ex-girlfriend in murder-
suicide” (dailymail.co.uk):

An horrific murder-suicide last week sparked the covering of cars in Deerfield Township
with racist fliers.

Amanda Borsos was shot and killed on her 17th birthday last week in Ohio by her
ex-boyfriend Troy Penn.

In response, someone posted racist fliers around town addressed to ‘White Parents’ that
warned, ‘Don’t Let Your Daughters Date Blacks, It Might Be A Matter Of Life And
Death.’

‘Some bigot came in the middle of the night, skulking in the middle of the night, putting
this on people’s cars,’ resident Greg Stanforth told local station WLWT.

The flier made specific reference to Miss Borsos, who was Caucasian:

‘Last week another young white woman learned too late that the “wonders” of diversity
are not what they are made out to be by the establishment.’
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Amanda Borsos

Amanda Borsos was at work at the Four Paws Pet Care and Kennel when her
ex-boyfriend of one week, Troy Penn, 18, fatally shot her with a single blast to the torso.

The Kings High School senior then called his parents, returned home and turned the gun
on himself.

It is unclear where Mr Penn got the gun but there was ‘speculation’ he was bitter about
the breakup, according to Chief Deputy John Newsom.

Troy Penn
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Robert Ashe, Miss Borsos boss at the pet store described her as a ‘hard worker’ and ‘a
really sweet girl’.

Miss Borsos had only been dating the popular skateboarder a few months but he had
recently starting posting on his Facebook that he loved her, according to friend Cassie
Smith, 15.

‘It’s horrible,’ Miss Smith said. ‘No one could see Troy doing this and they were both
such good people and I can’t even think of a word to describe what this is like.’

Or is that anyone who could foresee such a terrible crime is dismissed straightaway as a “bigot” and,
in spite of all the evidence, his “racist” warnings ignored?

Jul 2011: Hacked Up, Packed Up, and Dumped in a Creek over
Her Mixed-Race Kids (North Carolina)
“Dismembered Remains Identified As Missing Mom, Ex-Boyfriend Arrested” (ktla.com):

Investigators positively identified the dismembered remains found in a Texas creek as
those of a missing mother of two from North Carolina.

Authorities believe Laura Jean Ackerson, 27, was slain in North Carolina before her
killers hauled her dismembered body in coolers to Texas for disposal.

Laura Jean Ackerson

Ackerson’s ex-boyfriend Grant Ruffin Hayes and his wife, Amanda Perry Hayes, have
been “charged with murder in connection with the death of Laura Jean Ackerson,”
according to a statement from police.
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Grant Ruffin Hayes

Laura was supposed to meet the father of her two sons, Grant Hayes, on Friday to see her
children but never showed up, according to Hayes’ mother.

“He called me Friday and he was telling me that she had not shown up,” Patsy Hayes told
CBS affiliate WNCT.

She also said Laura and her son were engaged in a custody battle for the children.

Hayes and Ackerson were never married, but had two children together.

Hayes reportedly wanted Ackerson to give up custody of the boys so his new wife could
adopt them.

His new wife, Amanda Perry Hayes, is also white.
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Amanda Perry Hayes

Apr 2011: Mutilated, Gutted, and Decapitated in Breakup Gone
Wrong (New York)
“Suspect’s ‘killer’ charm” (nypost.com, emphasis added):

“I knew he was going to kill her.”

A former neighbor of suave p.r. man Raul Barrera uttered those blood-chilling words
yesterday after the sweet-talking womanizer was arrested for allegedly butchering his
beautiful girlfriend — days before she planned to move out of their Lower East Side
apartment to escape the controlling “monster.”

“His eyes were insane. He was a killer,” said Colleen Carerir, 24.

Carerir said she often heard Barrera terrorize Sarah Coit, 23, in the East 33rd Street
building where they had lived before moving to Clinton Street, scene of the gruesome
crime.

“He wasn’t human,” she said. “He was a monster. He looked at me like I was a piece of
meat. I worked at Bellevue with mental patients, and they had nothing on this guy.”
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Sarah Coit (before Barrera bashed her head in)

… The handsome fashion flack [Barrera] — who moonlighted as a personal trainer at a
Manhattan gym — had a record of seven domestic violence incidents with two former
girlfriends from 2001 to 2004.

It appears they were the lucky ones.

He allegedly stabbed Coit over and over in the head and torso, rotating knives from a
collection of eight that he had in the apartment, police sources said. Her head was also
bashed in.

The attack was so grisly, it left a piece of a knife lodged in her head.

The violence around 2:30 a.m. was so loud, numerous neighbors were awakened by
Coit’s anguished cries for help. Three people living in a building next door called 911 and
told operators the yelling was coming from their apartment building. Two others also
called 911, and they, too, gave the wrong address.

A blood-covered Barrera fled 63 Clinton St. after the fatal confrontation, allegedly
leaving his girlfriend clinging to life on the floor with her internal organs spilling out.
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Raul Barrera doing his human impression

Finally, help arrived, but it was too late. Through the locked door, police asked Coit if she
was capable of letting them in.

“No,” she responded.

It’s believed to have been her last word.

Cops had to knock the door down. Shortly afterward, the School of Visual Arts student,
an accomplished artist, was dead.
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Sarah Coit (with head attached)

Barrera told cops their final fight began because she was leaving him. A few days earlier,
neighbor Taren Dolbashian, 26, heard Barrera crying loudly, “Why are you doing this to
me again?”

Jessica Blum, Coit’s best friend since age 13, said she had been trying to help Coit break
away from Barrera.

She was happy to learn Coit had agreed to move out Sunday after weeks of putting it off.

“Sarah was trying to get away,” said Blum, who called the 33-year-old Barrera a
freeloader and said he took advantage of Coit for years.

“He was awful. He gave you bad vibes instantly. He was horrible. He was controlling
over her . . . He broke her computer when she wouldn’t let him use it. He would take her
BlackBerry for a week at a time, saying she didn’t need to use it,” Blum said.

She also said Barrera would send BlackBerry messages to Coit’s friends from her phone,
pretending to be her and cutting them off.

“He was an emotionally controlling person. It’s baffling that she stayed with him. She
normally wouldn’t put up with that. He’s a real monster,” Blum said.

In the Brooklyn neighborhood where Barrera previously lived, residents said he had a
thing for blond women like Coit, and often was seen getting into and out of car-service
vehicles with a pretty girl at his side.
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Raul Barrera: “bad boy” fond of blondes and
knives

For her part, Coit usually dated bad boys who mistreated her, even at ritzy Greenwich
HS, where Coit ran track and cross-country, said Sophie Conti 22, a friend who now lives
in SoHo.

“She had a history of mildly abusive boyfriends,” Conti said, noting that in high school,
Coit dated a guy who was in jail.

“She could have had anyone, but she chose sketchy characters,” Conti said of Coit,
whose father, Lynde Coit, is a Cornell-educated lawyer and adviser to the CEO of Plasco
Energy Group.

So how did that work out for her?

Read more on Barrera’s creative knife work in “Grisly details emerge in decapitation slaying of Sarah
Coit by boyfriend suspect Raul Barrera” (nydailynews.com):

The hotheaded Manhattan man accused of stabbing his girlfriend to death didn’t just try
to cut off her head — he tried to destroy her face, too, police sources said.
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“It was pure anger,” one of the sources said Monday — a day after cops found Sarah
Coit’s body in a blood-spattered Clinton St. apartment on the lower East Side.

“He didn’t want her to leave and he didn’t want her to be beautiful for anyone else.”

Raul Barrera pulled several knives from a wooden butcher block early Sunday, cops said.
Then, in a fit of rage, he used them to gouge Coit’s pretty face. He sliced her across the
mouth and jaw and with such force that one of the tips of the blades broke, authorities
said.

The blow that killed the 23-year-old blond was a stab to the left side of her back, an
autopsy revealed. It left “a gaping stab wound to the left side of the torso from which
internal organs were protruding,” court records show.

Despite her injuries, Sarah survived for over an hour (nydailynews.com). That’s a long time, when
your head’s hanging off.

“Her whole neck was cut all the way,” said Briana Andalore, 20, who lives downstairs
and saw the victim being hauled away on a stretcher. “Her head was almost cut off.”

Coit died an hour later at Beth Israel Medical Center.

Bonus Atrocity: Sarah’s high school cross country coach, Bill Mongovan, said that during his tenure,
he had “dealt with the tragic loss of several students,” including another brutally murdered
23-year-old blonde (greenwichtime.com).

University of Colorado student Susannah Chase was raped, beaten with a baseball bat, and left to die
in an alley by Chilean native Diego Olmos-Alcalde in 1997 (thedenverchannel.com).

Susannah Chase was walking home alone from a pizza parlor when she was attacked.
Police say she was savagely beaten with a baseball bat, dying the next day in a hospital
after 24 hours on life support. The same day she died, Chase was supposed to fly home to
Connecticut for Christmas.
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Susannah Chase

Olmos-Alcalde was found guilty in 2009 (denverpost.com), but was spared the death penalty, possibly
because her family told prosecutors — and the killer — that Susannah “would not have wanted
anyone, even her murderer, to receive the death penalty” (cbsnews.com). I wonder if, in the last
moments of her life, Susannah perhaps had a change of heart.

Olmos-Alcalde had previously been arrested for two first-degree sexual assaults against women in
Denver and for “criminal sexual contact” against a woman in New Jersey, and convicted of the
attempted kidnapping of a woman in Wyoming (thedenverchannel.com).
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Diego Olmos-Alcalde

Read more stories like Susannah’s in “Minority Rape.”

Nov 2008: Model Fatally Stabbed 9 Times in Breakup Gone
Wrong (England)
“‘I’m dying…my boyfriend stabbed me’: Murder trial hears of Hollyoaks model Amy Leigh Barnes’s
desperate 999 call” (dailymail.co.uk):

A model made a desperate 999 call identifying her killer as she lay dying of knife
wounds, a court was told.

Amy Leigh Barnes gasped: ‘I’m dying — he’s stabbed me to death,’ a jury was told.
When the operator asked who had stabbed her, she allegedly replied: ‘My boyfriend.’

Miss Barnes, 19, was found lying in a pool of blood by her father shortly afterwards.

She had been stabbed several times and had a 4 [inch] cut across her face. She died later
that day.

Yesterday her boyfriend Ricardo Morrison, 21, went on trial accused of murder.
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Alongside him in the dock was his mother, Melda Wilks, 49, a policewoman who is
accused of assisting her son by washing his clothes.

Amy Leigh Barnes

The couple had been together for about a year, living first at Miss Barnes’s mother’s
house and then at her grandmother’s terrace home in Farnworth, Manchester, the court
heard.

But the relationship had ‘serious problems’, and in the early hours of November 8 last
year, Miss Barnes sent Morrison a text message saying ‘You are out of my life for good’,
Manchester Crown Court heard.

That morning, after her grandmother had left for work, Morrison allegedly attacked Miss
Barnes at the house, punching her, spraying an aerosol in her face and then hurting her
arm in a door.

He then left to go to the bank, locking the front door with the only key they had and
taking it with him, trapping her inside.
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Ricardo Morrison

Miss Barnes continued sending him text messages, in one calling him a ‘woman-beater’.
‘Upset and tearful’, she called her mother, Karyn, who was very worried, the court heard.

It was arranged that her father would collect a house key from her grandmother, pick her
up from the house and take her to her parents.

He set off, but Miss Barnes was dead by the time he arrived. The court heard after her
flurry of texts to Morrison, Miss Barnes had rung the Vodafone phone firm at 11am and
arranged for them to disconnect his mobile phone — which was listed in her name.

Stuart Driver QC, prosecuting, said this ‘must have been frustrating’ for Morrison.

Just after 11.30am Miss Barnes again called her mother, then at 11.35am came the
desperate 999 call. The court heard she had five stab wounds to her chest and four to her
back.

Read more in “Harrowing 999 Tape Of Model’s Stab Death” (news.sky.com).

Special: Breaking Up Is Hard to Do
Note that in many of these cases, a black man brutally murders a white woman when she tries to end
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their relationship. In “Why White Women Put Themselves in Great Danger when They Hook Up with
a Black Man” (amnation.com), American traditionalist conservative commentator Lawrence Auster
offers an explanation.

Auster cites the comments, since deleted, of two (presumably) black women on an article
(bossip.com) about the brutal murder of Sarah Coit (see Mutilated, Gutted, and Decapitated in
Breakup Gone Wrong above).

Keisha 4/11/11, 10:29:AM

Young white women need to understand that its a black mans dream to date a beautiful
white girl. If a white girl gives them a chance and dates them black men feel they are on
top of the world. If the white girl trys to leave them then the black man becomes violent
and jealous and will surly hurt them.

Shannon 4/11/11, 11:08:AM

YOU ARE VERY RIGHT MY SISTER!!!! BLACKMEN THINK THEY HAVE A
“PRIZE” IN WHITE WOMEN … ….AND WHEN SHE LEAVES THEY GO
BALLISTIC!!!!! THEY LOOSE THEIR MINDS…..YOU BLACKMEN ARE SICK …
…SICK!!!!

Auster writes:

As Keisha explains, a black man who has a white girlfriend feels he is on top of the
world. If she breaks up with him, she is propelling him from heaven back to earth, which
is unbearable to him. So he kills her.

Consider this theory in light of our reports of “breakups gone wrong” (above).

From RACIST FLYERS! Also, Teen Shotgun Murder-Suicide in Breakup Gone Wrong:

Amanda Borsos was at work at the Four Paws Pet Care and Kennel when her
ex-boyfriend of one week, Troy Penn, 18, fatally shot her with a single blast to the torso.

…

It is unclear where Mr Penn got the gun but there was ‘speculation’ he was bitter about
the breakup, according to Chief Deputy John Newsom.

…

Miss Borsos had only been dating the popular skateboarder a few months but he had
recently starting posting on his Facebook that he loved her, according to friend Cassie
Smith, 15.

From Mutilated, Gutted, and Decapitated in Breakup Gone Wrong:
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The hotheaded Manhattan man accused of stabbing his girlfriend to death didn’t just try
to cut off her head — he tried to destroy her face, too, police sources said.

“It was pure anger,” one of the sources said Monday — a day after cops found Sarah
Coit’s body in a blood-spattered Clinton St. apartment on the lower East Side.

“He didn’t want her to leave and he didn’t want her to be beautiful for anyone else.”

From Model Fatally Stabbed 9 Times in Breakup Gone Wrong:

The couple had been together for about a year, living first at Miss Barnes’s mother’s
house and then at her grandmother’s terrace home in Farnworth, Manchester, the court
heard.

But the relationship had ‘serious problems’, and in the early hours of November 8 last
year, Miss Barnes sent Morrison a text message saying ‘You are out of my life for good’,
Manchester Crown Court heard.

That morning, after her grandmother had left for work, Morrison allegedly attacked Miss
Barnes at the house, punching her, spraying an aerosol in her face and then hurting her
arm in a door.

He then left to go to the bank, locking the front door with the only key they had and
taking it with him, trapping her inside.

Miss Barnes continued sending him text messages, in one calling him a ‘woman-beater’.
‘Upset and tearful’, she called her mother, Karyn, who was very worried, the court heard.

It was arranged that her father would collect a house key from her grandmother, pick her
up from the house and take her to her parents.

He set off, but Miss Barnes was dead by the time he arrived.

Special: Miscegenation in the Media
State Farm subtly promotes miscegenation — specifically, the white woman/black man pairing — in
TV commercials (youtube.com).

Coca-Cola not-so-subtly promotes the same pairing (white woman/black man) in TV commercials for
VitaminWater (youtube.com).

Kraft blatantly promotes the white woman/black man pairing in TV commercials for Philadelphia
cream cheese (youtube.com), and Fiat blatantly promotes it in TV commercials on Mediaset, Italy’s
largest commercial broadcaster (youtube.com).

Motorola and Echilon Media subtly promote the white woman/black man pairing in TV commercials
(youtube.com).
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Dr Pepper Snapple Group not-so-subtly promotes the same pairing in TV commercials for Sun Drop
(youtube.com).

JCPenny blatantly promotes the white woman/black man pairing in TV commercials (youtube.com),
and Starbucks blatantly promotes it in TV commercials (youtube.com) and magazine ads (see below).

Ugees subtly promotes the white woman/black man pairing in TV commercials (youtube.com).

AOL not-so-subtly promotes the same pairing on “Kourtney and Kim Take New York”
(youtube.com).

The Art Institutes, a division of the Education Management Corporation, blatantly promotes
miscegenation — particularly the white woman/black man pairing — in “anti-racist” videos
(youtube.com), and eHow blatantly promotes the white woman/black man pairing under (how to
make a) “Family” (see below).
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